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SPRAY PRODUCTS
Das Lager Germany presents High Quality Cleaner and 

Lubricant Spray Products to be used in Mechanical 
Workshops and Auto Repair Shops.

BRAKE 
PAD

SPRAY RUST
REMOVER

LIQUID
GREASE



www.daslager.com.tr

Brake Pad Spray: Cleans disc and drum brakes, clutch 
parts, surfaces to be glued and sealed from pad dusts, 
dirty oils, grease and dirt. Material compatibility is 
highly efficient. Does not contain silicon.

LUBE BC 500ml.

Rust Remover: Cleans very thick grease layers and 
dirt, label and residual glue from the surface by not 
containing any abrasive material. In addition to this, 
obtained film layer prevents decomposition and rust. 
RR-40 allows lubricant in its content to spread to the 
entire surface and stick to moving parts efficiently with 
its high gravitational force. RR-40 does not contain any 
additive dirt collector material or silicon. Therefore, it 
does not create dirt layer on the surface.

LUBE RR-40 200ml.

Liquid Grease: It is used to lubricate housing, door 
hinge and bolts, gears, rails and all the parts which are 
exposed to impact and swing. It provides easy 
operation conditions in drilling and cutting process. It 
does not unite with water and does push water away. 
It is a product which has structure to work under 
heavy loads and high temperatures. It leaks into the 
narrowest areas and holds its position with its high 
leakage and holding features. Acts as a filler material 
for pin bolts. It is transparent, lubricants permanently 
and does not pour and drip. It does not contain 
carcinogen.

LUBE LQ 400ml.
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